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     A A 95 

JUST HANG IT – FORGET ABOUT GLUING! 
For uniform, smooth, textile-like walls. 

 
 
 

VLITEX AA95. The first 
self-adhesive precoated 

Glass-yarn Non-Woven 
 
 
 

DIRECT 
EASY 

FUNCTIONAL 
Style your walls and ceilings 

QUICKLY   AND   NICELY with the new 

self-adhesive   VLITEX  AA95. 
Simplify the hanging process – 
from  the   roll     directly  on    the  wall! 

 
 

 
 

VLITEX AA95 

Uncompromisingly SIMPLE & FAST 
 
Never has wallcovering hanging been so easy and fast 
thanks to the efficient self-adhesive technology from 
VLITEX AA95. The glue is already integrated on the back 
side of this hybrid non-woven in the production. No need 
to apply wallcovering adhesive on the wall and also no 
need to moisten the backside to activate the glue. 

 
With VLITEX AA95, you simply unpack and start hanging. 
Important:   smooth out  properly with a  hard  spatula  or roller 
with enough pressure over the whole area. VLITEX AA95 
can be painted over directly with all painting techniques. 
Painting over the properly fixed VLITEX AA95 creates the 
homogeneous strong link to the wall and ceiling. For first 
coat we strongly recommend VLITEX AA-Haftgrund undiluted 
or comparable quality paints/primers, imperatively matt, lightly 
diluted with 10 to 15% clean water, so to make sure paint can 
penetrate through the Vlies homogenously. 

Crack Bridging 
Smaller cracks and damage of the 
wall will be durably and effectively 
concealed with VLITEX AA95. For 
extremely smooth and beautiful walls. 

 

 
Strong and resistant 
VLITEX AA95 is easy to clean and 
absolutely tear and abrasion 
resistant in combination with a 
high-quality dispersion/ Latex paint 
according ELF – DIN 18363 . Thanks 
to this, VLITEX AA95  is very durable. 

Precoated 
VLITEX AA95 can be painted 
directly with finishing paint. For 

first coat we strongly 
recommend VLITEX AA-
Haftgrund. 

 
 

VLITEX AA95 is absolutely healthy – 

contains no PVC, plasticizers or solvents. 

Permeable and humidity regulating. 

Flame  retardant  class B1, according to DIN 4102-1 



 
 

VLITEX 
      A A 95 

 

Easy to hang – without gluing! 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

HANGING CAN BE SO SIMPLE! 
 

 
 

1. Unpack 2. Hang it 3. Paint it 
 

 

Please take the VLITEX AA95 roll 
out from the cardboard, 
remove the foil package. 

Cut your VLITEX AA95 roll to 
the desired length. While hanging 
VLITEX AA95, make sure to align the 
lengths, or make an even easier 
application with a double cut. Fix 
VLITEX AA95 on the wall. 
Important: smooth out properly with a 
hard spatula or roller with enough 
pressure over the whole area. 

VLITEX AA95 shall be painted 
immediately with all painting 
techniques, all paint shades. For 
first   coat we strongly recommend 
VLITEX AA-Haftgrund or com-
parable quality paint/primer.   

 

 

 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION: 

Precoated, self-adhesive glass hybrid fleece for fine, subtle textile like surfaces. Dimensionally stable, can be painted over with 

common painting techniques for indoor use. Can be recoated with ELF internal dispersion paint according to DIN EN 13300. Without 

adhesive or water activatable glue thanks to the back-sided self-adhesive glue. For first coat we strongly recommend VLITEX AA-

Haftgrund undiluted or comparable quality paints/primers VLITEX AA95 allows the paint pentrating through itself and thus 

building up a strong homogenous fixation to the wall and ceiling. The surfaces to be treated should be smooth, solid, clean and dry. 

Do not cover wall surfaces that have less than + 10 °C, only apply at room temperature. Gypsum board, for higher requirements 

Q3 or the highest requirement Q4 recommended. Substrate preparation and priming etc. according to VOB part C, 
DIN 18363, para. 3. Consumption: approx. 1.03 m2, considerably more for double cut. For pure reinforcement, embedding and 

spreading procedure calculate approx. 10 cm overlap. Weight: 95 g/m2 +/- 5 %. 
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